QUOTATION NOTICE

Competitive Quotations are invited for the purchase of 5 numbers of LCD projectors and 3 numbers of photocopiers for use in various UIT Centres.

Conditions

1. The rate quoted should be inclusive of Tax, transportation charges and any other charges.

2. Complaints with the items supplied should be rectified/replaced to the satisfaction of the University by the suppliers at their own cost.

3. Payment will be made only after the supply of the items at our own site.

4. The undersigned reserves the right to reject/accept any quotation without assigning any reason.

The sealed quotations should be addressed to the undersigned super scribing as Quotations for the supply of 5 numbers of LCD projectors and 3 numbers of photocopiers for use in various UIT Centres. The last date of receipt of quotations is at 3.00 PM on 10.08.2017. The quotations will be opened at 3.30 PM on the same day in the presence of vendors then present.

Sd/-
REGISTRAR
1. Specifications for LCD projectors

3LCD, 3 chip technology
XGA Resolution
Colour output-2700 lumens or above
1 to 1.2 Digital zoom
Screen size -30 to 300 inches
Projection Distance-1.8 to 2 m
Aspect ratio -4:3
Contrast ratio -10,000:1
Normal lamp life -5000 hrs
Warranty- 2 years

Optional charge

Wall mount screen with instalock of size 6’ x 4’
Ceiling mount charge and complete installation

2. Specification for photocopier

Basic Digital Copier,
Monochrome,
Copy speed- 18 CPM on A4
Paper size- A3
Memory -64 MB or high
Multiple copies – 1 to 999
Resolution – 600 x 600 dpi
Universal paper casette- 250 sheets
Bypass tray – 100 sheet capacity
Zoom level – 25% to 400%
Category – Duplex
Warranty – 1 year